Molecular profiles of BRCA1-associated ovarian cancer treated by platinum-based therapy: Analysis of primary, residual and relapsed tumors.
Our study aimed to analyze the evolution of molecular portraits of BRCA1-driven ovarian cancer (OC) during treatment. BRCA1 loss-of-heterozygosity status (LOH) and exome profiles were investigated in serial OC samples from 13 patients, which included primary tumors (n = 11) obtained before neoadjuvant therapy (NACT) or at primary debulking surgery, residual post-NACT cancer tissues (n = 13) and tumor relapses (16 samples from 13 patients). Loss of the wild-type BRCA1 allele was detected in 11/11 (100%) primary tumors, 6/13 (46%) residual post-NACT OC samples and 15/16 (94%) OC relapses. Full tumor triplets were available for four patients undergoing NACT; whereas primary carcinomas from these patients demonstrated BRCA1 LOH, the retention of the wild-type allele was detected in all four post-NACT residual tumors. These four women provided to the study 5 recurrent OC samples; 4 out of 5 tumor relapses had BRCA1 LOH thus resembling BRCA1 status observed in primary but not residual OC tissues. TP53 mutation was detected in 12 out of 13 patients and was retained across all serial samples. OC relapses tended to acquire additional intragenic mutations in genes involved in cell migration, adhesion and cell junction assembly. BRCA1-driven OCs demonstrate the plasticity of BRCA1 status during the treatment course. NACT results in rapid selection of pre-existing BRCA1-proficient cells. However, BRCA1 proficiency appears to be disadvantageous in the absence of platinum exposure, as tumor relapses usually re-acquire BRCA1 LOH during therapy holidays.